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ABSTRACT
Load balancing with discrete load items is among the most important primitives in diverse areas
of distributed computing. The typical goal is to design a robust, simple, and fast process that
manages to distribute m tokens as evenly as possible among n nodes, no matter how skewed
the initial distribution is. Given the basic and fundamental nature of this problem, one also strives
to gain a simple analysis, which makes it easy to understand why a given load balancing
scheme works well.
With the following simple and natural process, we achieve all of the above goals: In each time
step a pair of nodes is selected uniformly and their tokens are distributed evenly among the two
of them (one of them getting an extra token if the number of tokens is odd). We provide a
simple analysis showing that this process reaches almost perfect balance within O(n log(n) + n
log(D)) steps with high probability, where D is the maximal initial load difference between any
two nodes. This bound is asymptotically tight.
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